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Abstract

Recent success in wavelet image coding is mainly attributed to recognition of the importance of
data organization and representation. There have been several very competitive wavelet coders
developed, namely, Shapiro's embedded zerotree wavelets (EZW), Servetto et al.'s morphological representation of wavelet data (MRWD), and Said and Pearlman's set partitioning in hierarchical trees (SPIHT). In this paper, we develop a novel wavelet image coder called signi cancelinked connected component analysis (SLCCA) of wavelet coecients that extends MRWD
by exploiting both within-subband clustering of signi cant coecients and cross-subband dependency in signi cant elds. Extensive computer experiments on both natural and texture
images show convincingly that the proposed SLCCA outperforms EZW, MRWD, and SPIHT.
For example, for the \Barbara" image, at 0.25 bpp SLCCA outperforms EZW, MRWD and
SPIHT by 1.41 dB, 0.32 dB and 0.60 dB in PSNR, respectively. It is also observed that SLCCA
works extremely well for images with a large portion of texture. For eight typical 256  256
grayscale texture images compressed at 0.40 bpp, SLCCA outperforms SPIHT by 0.16 dB{0.63
dB in PSNR. This outstanding performance is achieved without using any optimal bit allocation
procedure. Thus both the encoding and decoding procedures are fast.
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1 Introduction
Since its introduction for speech coding in the 70's, subband coding [1] has become a very active
research area for image and video compression. Wavelet theory [2, 3, 4] provides a fundamental
insight into the structure of subband lters that leads to a more productive approach to designing the lters [2, 5]. This is evidenced by the discovery of symmetric biorthogonal wavelet
bases with compact support [2, 6] which are instantly converted into more desirable linear phase
lters while maintaining the necessary perfect reconstruction. Thus subband and wavelet are
often used interchangeably in the literature.
Most of the subband image coders published recently are based on pyramidal (or dyadic)
wavelet decomposition as shown in Fig. 1. Conventional wavelet or subband image coders [6, 7]
mainly exploit the energy compaction property of subband decomposition by using optimal
bit allocation strategies. The drawback is apparent in that all zero-valued wavelet coecients,
which convey little information, must be represented and encoded, biting away a signi cant
portion of the bit budget. Although this type of wavelet coders provide superior visual quality
by eliminating the blocking e ect in comparison to block-based image coders such as JPEG [8],
their objective performance measured by PSNR increases only moderately.
In recent years, we have seen an impressive advance in wavelet image coding. The success is mainly attributed to innovative strategies for data organization and representation of
wavelet-transformed images which exploit the statistical properties in a wavelet pyramid one
way or the other. There are three representatives of such top-ranked wavelet image coders,
namely, Shapiro's embedded zerotree wavelet coder (EZW) [9], Servetto et al.'s morphological
representation of wavelet data (MRWD) [10, 11], and Said and Pearlman's set partitioning
in hierarchical trees (SPIHT) [12]. Both EZW and SPIHT exploit cross-subband dependency
of insigni cant wavelet coecients while MRWD does within-subband clustering of signi cant
wavelet coecients. As a result, the PSNR of reconstructed images is consistently raised by
1{3 dB over block-based transform coders.
In this paper, we propose a novel strategy for data organization and representation for
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wavelet image coding termed signi cance-linked connected component analysis (SLCCA).
SLCCA strengthens MRWD by exploiting not only within-subband clustering of signi cant
coecients but also cross-subband dependency in the signi cant elds. The cross-subband
dependency is e ectively exploited by using the so-called signi cance-link between a parent
cluster and a child cluster. The key components of SLCCA include multiresolution discrete
wavelet decomposition, connected component analysis of signi cant elds within subbands,
and signi cance-link registration across subbands, as well as bit plane encoding of magnitudes
of signi cant coecients by adaptive arithmetic coding.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the statistical properties of wavelet-transformed images. In Section 3, we analyze and compare the data organization
and representation strategies by EZW, MRWD, and SPIHT. Our wavelet image coding algorithm, SLCCA, is presented in Section 4. Section 5 presents the performance evaluation. In
Section 5.1, the performance of SLCCA is evaluated against other wavelet coders. Performance comparison among SLCCA and recently published most state-of-the-art codecs is given
in Section 5.2. The last section concludes the paper.

2 Statistical Properties of Wavelet-Transformed Images
Discrete-wavelet-transformed images demonstrate the following statistical properties and their
exploitation continually proves to be important for image compression.
1. spatial-frequency localization,
2. energy compaction,
3. within-subband clustering of signi cant coecients,
4. cross-subband similarity,
5. decay of magnitude of wavelet coecients across subbands.
Each wavelet coecient contains only features from a local segment of an input image, i.e.,
it is spatially localized. Since subband coding decomposes an image into a few frequency bands
with almost no overlap, each subband is frequency localized with nearly independent frequency
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content. In brief, each wavelet coecient represents information in a certain frequency range
at a certain spatial location.
A natural image is typically composed of a large portion of homogeneous and textured
regions, together with a rather small portion of edges including perceptually important object
boundaries. Homogeneous regions have the least variation and mostly consist of low frequency
components; textured regions have moderate variation and consist of a mixture of low and high
frequency components; and edges show the most variation and are mostly composed of high
frequency components. Accordingly, wavelet transform compacts most energy distributed over
homogeneous and textured regions into the lowpass subband. Each time a lowpass subband at
a ne resolution is decomposed into four subbands at a coarser resolution, critical sampling is
applied that allows the newly generated lowpass subband to be represented by using only one
fourth the size of the original lowpass subband. Repeating this decomposition process on an
image will e ectively compacted the energy into few wavelet coecients.
A wavelet coecient c is called signi cant with respect to a prede ned threshold T if jcj  T ;
otherwise, it is deemed insigni cant. An insigni cant coecient is also known as zero coecient.
Due to the absence of high frequency components in homogeneous regions and the presence
of high frequency components in textured regions and around edges, signi cant coecients
in highpass subbands usually indicate the occurrence of edges or textures with high energy.
In other words, they are indicative of prominent \discontinuity" or prominent \changes", a
phenomenon which tends to be clustered. The within-subband clustering of \Lena" image is
shown in Figs. 1a and 2a.
Relative to a given wavelet coecient, all coecients at ner scales of similar orientation
which correspond to the same spatial location are called its descendents; accordingly, the given
coecient is called their ancestor. Speci cally, the coecient at the coarse scale is called the
parent and all four coecients corresponding to the same spatial location at the next ner
scale of similar orientation are called children (Fig. 1b). These concepts were introduced by
Lewis and Knowles in [13]. Although the linear correlation between the values of parent and
child wavelet coecients has been empirically found to be extremely small, there is additional
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dependency between the magnitudes of parent and children. Experiments showed that the
correlation between the squared magnitude of a child and the squared magnitude of its parent
tends to be between 0.2 and 0.6 with a strong concentration around 0.35 [9].
Although it appears to be dicult to characterize and make a full use of this cross-subband
magnitude similarity, a reasonable conjecture based on experience with real-world images is
that the magnitude of a child is smaller than the magnitude of its parent. By assuming Markov
random eld as the image model, we are able to prove that statistically the magnitude of wavelet
coecients decays from the parent to its children. More precisely, if we measure the coecient
magnitude by its variance, we can prove that a parent has larger variance than its children [14].
This provides a strong theoretical support to EZW, SPIHT, and SLCCA.

3 Overview of Data Organization and Representation Strategies
There exist two di erent approaches to an ecient organization and representation of wavelet
coecients in literature [9, 12, 11]. While EZW and SPIHT use a regular tree structure or
set-partitioned tree structure to approximate insigni cant elds across subbands, MRWD nds
irregular clusters of signi cant elds within subbands.
It is widely accepted from the source coding theory that in general, an image compression
technique grows computationally more complex as it becomes more ecient. EZW interrupts
this tendency by achieving outstanding performance with very low computational complexity.
It eciently identi es and approximates arbitrary shaped zero regions across subbands by the
union of highly constrained tree-structured zero regions called zerotrees. Meanwhile, it de nes
the signi cant elds everywhere outside these zero regions through progressively re ning the
magnitudes of coecients. It is apparent that each zerotree can be e ectively represented by
its root symbol. On the other hand, there may still be many zero coecients which cannot be
included in the highly structured zerotrees. These isolated zeros remain expensive to represent.
SPIHT seeks to enhance EZW by partitioning the cross-subband tree structure into three
parts, i.e., tree root, children of the root, and non-child descendents of the root; the last part
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comprising a majority of the population in the tree structure. When a child coecient is found
signi cant, EZW represents and encodes all four grandchild coecients separately even if all
non-child descendents are insigni cant. By contrast, SPIHT treats all the insigni cant nonchild descendents as a set and employs a single symbol to represent and encode it. This ne set
partitioning strategy leads to an impressive increase in PSNR by 0.86{0.94 dB over EZW on
\Lena" image (see Table 1), indicating that SPIHT exploits cross-subband dependency more
eciently than EZW.
Di erent from EZW and SPIHT, MRWD [10, 11] directly forms irregular-shaped clusters
of signi cant coecients within subbands. The clusters within a subband are progressively
delineated by insigni cant boundary zeros through morphological conditioned dilation operation
[15] which utilizes a structuring element to control the shape and size of clusters as well as the
formation of boundaries. Details on cluster formation will be presented in the following section.
With MRWD, the boundary zeros of each cluster still need to be represented but the expensive
cost of representing and encoding isolated zeros in EZW is largely avoided. As a result, MRWD
constantly outperforms EZW. For instance, it gains 0.78{0.95 dB over EZW on \Lena" image, as
shown in Table 1. Nevertheless, in the early version of MRWD [10], a seed for each cluster, i.e.,
a pixel from which a cluster is originated, needs to be speci ed and its positioning information
is encoded as overhead. Since a large number of clusters are involved, the overall overhead
may take up a signi cant portion of the bit budget. Our new coding algorithm is developed
based on our knowledge of this early version of MRWD. In its latest version [11], MRWD keeps
its main feature, i.e., the within-subband clustering. However, the coding method has been
changed. All wavelet coecients are coded regardless of their signi cance. The seed of each
cluster is speci ed by transmitting a special symbol. In addition, a context based adaptive
arithmetic model is employed for entropy coding, where the context is based on the signi cance
of the parent coecient. The use of this adaptive arithmetic model is an implicit exploitation of
the cross subband similarity which is expected to improve the compression. The experimental
results shows that the latest MRWD indeed outperforms the early version (Table 1).
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4 Signi cance-Linked Connected Component Analysis
In this section, the key features of our wavelet coder SLCCA is rst described. Then a complete
algorithm is presented.

4.1 Formation of Connected Components within Subbands
First, we will review some morphological operations relevant to our algorithm. More detailed
discussion of mathematical morphology can be found in [15, 16, 17]. A binary image can be
considered as a subset of E  E , where E denotes the set of numbers used to index a row
or column position on a binary image. Pixels are in this subset if and only if they have the
binary value \1" on the image. The dilation of set A  E 2 with set B  E 2 is de ned by
A  B = [b2B Ab, where Ab denotes the translation of A by b, [ the pixel-wise union. For
a structuring element that contains the origin (such as those used in SLCCA and shown in
Fig. 3), the dilation operation produces an enlarged set containing the original set A and some
neighboring pixels. Let A  E 2 denote the set to be reconstructed and the marker M  A be
an arbitrary subset of A. Then the conditioned dilation operation is de ned as follows [15]:

D1(M; A) = (M  B) \ A;
where \ is the pixel-wise intersection. If we let

Dn(M; A) = D1(Dn,1 (M; A); A);

(1)

then a cluster is formed when Dn (M; A) = Dn,1 (M; A).
Since a rather large portion of wavelet coecients are usually insigni cant and signi cant
coecients within subbands tend to be more clustered, organizing and representing each subband as irregular shaped clusters of signi cant coecients provide an ecient way for encoding.
Clusters are progressively constructed by using conditioned dilation, resulting in an e ective
segmentation of the within-subband signi cant eld. The idea was sketched in [10]. In the
following, we discuss the issue in regard to the selection of structuring elements.
In the case of clustering in signi cance eld, the binary image A represents the signi cance
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map, i.e.,



the wavelet coecient c at location [x; y ] is signi cant,
A[x; y] = 10;; ifotherwise.
The marker M  A contains the seeds of each cluster.
Traditionally, a connected component is de ned based on one of the three types of connectivity: 4-connected, 8-connected, and 6-connected, each requiring a geometric adjacency of
two neighboring pixels. Since the signi cant coecients in wavelet eld are only loosely clustered, the conventional de nition of connected component will produce too many components,
a ecting the coding eciency. Thus we may use symmetric structuring elements with a size
larger than a 3  3 square. But we still call the segments generated by conditioned dilation
connected components even if they are not geometrically connected. Some structuring elements
tested in our experiments are shown in Fig. 3. The ones in Figs. 3a and 3b generate 4and 8-connectivity, respectively. The structuring elements in Figs. 3c and 3d represent a diamond of size 13 and a 5  5 square, respectively. These latter two may not preserve geometric
connectivity but perform better than the former in terms of coding eciency.
To e ectively delineate a signi cant cluster, all zero coecients within the neighborhood B
of each signi cant coecient in the cluster need to be marked as the boundary of the cluster. By
increasing the size of the structuring element, the number of connected components decreases.
On the other hand, a larger structuring element results in more boundary zero coecients.
The optimal choice of the size of the structuring element is determined by the cost of encoding
boundary zeros versus that of encoding the positional information of connected components.
Since the signi cance-link technique, which will be presented in the next subsection, largely reduces the positioning cost, relatively smaller structuring elements can be selected for connected
component analysis.
The operation of progressive cluster detection by conditioned dilation operation is illustrated
in Fig. 4, where image size of 5  5 is assumed and 4-connected structuring element shown in
Fig. 3a is used. The signi cant map A is shown in Fig. 4a. In the example, pixel at (3,2) is
chosen as seed, i.e., M = f(3; 2)g, and the remaining 7 steps of the recursive cluster detection
are shown in Figs. 4c{4i.
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As extremely small clusters usually do not produce discernible visual e ects, and these
clusters render a higher insigni cant-to-signi cant coecient ratio than large clusters, they are
eliminated to avoid more expensive coding cost. The connected component analysis is illustrated
in Fig. 2. The signi cance map obtained by quantizing all wavelet coecients with a uniform
scalar quantizer of step size q = 11 is shown in Fig. 2a. There are 22748 signi cant wavelet
coecients after quantization, forming 1654 clusters using the structuring element shown in Fig.
3c. After removing connected components having only one signi cant coecient, the number
of clusters is reduced to 689. The nal encoded signi cance map is shown in Fig. 2c with the
marker image shown in Fig. 2b. It is clear that only a small fraction of zero coecients are
encoded.

4.2 Signi cance-Link in Wavelet Pyramid
The cross-subband similarity among insigni cant coecients in wavelet pyramid has been exploited in EZW and SPIHT that greatly improves the coding eciency. On the other hand,
it is found that the spatial similarity in wavelet pyramid is not strictly satis ed, i.e., an insigni cant parent does not warrant all four children insigni cant. The \isolated zero" symbol
used in EZW indicates the failure of such a dependency. The similarity described by zerotree
in EZW and the similarity described by both zerotree and insigni cant all second generation
descendents in SPIHT are more of a reality when a large threshold is used. As was stated in [9]
and [18], when the threshold decreases (for embedding) to a certain point, the tree structure or
set-partitioned-tree structure is no longer ecient.
In the proposed algorithm, as opposed to EZW and SPIHT, we attempt to exploit the
spatial similarity among signi cant coecients. However, we do not seek a very strong parentchild dependency for each and every signi cant coecient. Instead, we try to predict the
existence of clusters at ner scales. As pointed out before, statistically, the magnitudes of
wavelet coecients decay from a parent to its children. It implies that in a cluster formed
within a ne subband, there likely exists a signi cant child whose parent at the coarser
subband is also signi cant. In other words, a signi cant child can likely be traced back to its
8

parent through this signi cance linkage. It is crucial to note that this signi cance linkage relies
on a much looser spatial similarity.
Now, we de ne signi cance-link formally. Two connected components or clusters are called
signi cance-linked if the signi cant parent belongs to one component, and at least one of its
children is signi cant and lies in another component (Fig. 5). If the positional information
of the signi cant parent in the rst component is available, the positional information for the
second component can be inferred through marking the parent as having a signi cance-link.
Since there are generally many signi cant coecients in connected components, the likelihood
of nding signi cance-link between two components is fairly high. Apparently, marking the
signi cance-link costs much less than directly encoding the position, and a signi cant saving
on encoding cluster positions is thus achieved. An experiment has been conducted to test the
e ectiveness of signi cance-link. Two versions of the algorithm are tested under the condition
that all parameters are set the same except for that one version uses signi cance-link while the
other does not. It has been shown that the saving from using signi cance-link over without
signi cance-link increases as the bit rate increases, ranging from 527 bytes (at 0.25 bpp) to 3103
bytes (at 1 bpp) for \Lena" image. Among all, using signi cance-link makes a major di erence
between SLCCA and MRWD.

4.3 Bit-Plane Organizing and Adaptive Arithmetic Coding
As in most image compression algorithms, the last step of SLCCA involves entropy coding for
which adaptive arithmetic coding [19] is employed. In contrast to a xed model arithmetic coder,
which works well for a stationary Markov source, the adaptive arithmetic coder updates the
corresponding conditional probability estimation every time when the coder visits a particular
context. For the data stream generated by a nonstationary source such as natural images,
the conditional probabilities or local probability distributions may vary substantially from one
section to another. The knowledge of the local probability distributions acquired by an adaptive
model is more robust than global estimates and follows the local statistical variation well. In
comparison to the xed model arithmetic coder, the adaptive arithmetic coder is thus able to
9

achieve higher compression.
In order to exploit the full strength of an adaptive arithmetic coder, it is preferable to organize outcomes of a nonstationary Markov source into such a stream that each local probability
distribution is in favor of one source symbol. This is the basic idea behind the well known
lossless bit-plane coding [20], in which an original image is divided into bit-planes with each
bit-plane being encoded separately. Since more signi cant bit-planes generally contain large
uniform areas, the entropy coding techniques can be more ecient.
This idea is employed by SLCCA to encode the magnitude of signi cant coecients in each
subband. The magnitude of each signi cant coecient is converted into a binary representation
with a xed length determined by the maximum magnitude in the subband. Generally, there
are more coecients with small magnitudes than those with large magnitudes, implying that
the more signi cant bit-planes would contain a lot more 0's than 1's. Accordingly, the adaptive
arithmetic coder would generate more accurate local probability distributions in which the
conditional probabilities for \0" symbols are close to one for the more signi cant bit-planes.
The context used to determine the conditional probability model of signi cant coecient
at [x; y ] is related to the signi cance status of its parent and its eight neighbors. Let Kp [x; y ]
denote the signi cance status of the parent, i.e., Kp [x; y ] = 1 if the parent pixel is signi cant,
otherwise Kp [x; y ] = 0. Let Kn [x; y ] denotes the number signi cant coecients in a 3  3
causal neighborhood of the current pixel [x; y ]. The adaptive context K [x; y ] is selected by
K [x; y] = Kn[x; y] + 9Kp[x; y], which yields a total of 18 possible models.
The bit-plane encoding idea is also used in both EZW and SPIHT, but in a di erent manner.
In EZW, for instance, the idea is realized through progressive transmission of magnitudes, with
the \0" bits before the rst \1" bit being encoded as either \zerotree" or \isolated zero."

4.4 Description of SLCCA Algorithm
In the following, we summarize the previous three subsections with the encoding algorithm of
SLCCA. Four symbols are used to encode the shape of clusters: POS, NEG, ZERO, and LINK.
POS or NEG represents the sign of a signi cant coecient. ZERO represents an insigni cant
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coecient that delineates the boundary of a cluster. LINK marks the presence of a signi cancelink. The magnitudes of signi cant coecients are encoded in bit-plane order with two symbols:
\0" and \1." Three lists of coecients are maintained in the algorithm: list of scan order (LSO),
list of child clusters (LCC), and list of signi cant coecients (LSC). All these lists are rst-inrst-out queues. Each entry in the lists is identi ed by a coordinate [x; y ]. c[x; y ] denotes the
coecient at position [x; y ].
BEGIN SLCCA-encode()

Step 1. Form a subband pyramid and quantize all wavelet coecients with a uniform scalar
quantizer. The quantization step size is selected such that the target bit rate is satis ed.

Step 2. Perform connected component analysis of signi

cant coecients within each subband
using conditioned dilation and remove extremely small connected components.

Step 3. Form LSO containing all coecient positions in the subband pyramid as follows. Starting from the coarsest subband, scan subbands according to the order LL, LH , HL, HH
(Fig. 1b). Within each subband, scan the coecients from left to right, top to bottom.
Go to the next ner scale after all coecients in the current scale have been scanned.

Step 4. Encoding clusters.
4.1. Start of a new cluster. For every entry [x; y] in LSO, if c[x; y] is signi

cant and

has not yet been encoded,

4.1.1. Encode the position [x; y], i.e., c[x; y] is the seed of a cluster.
4.1.2. Call Encode-signi cant-coe (x; y).
4.2. Encode child clusters. For each entry [x; y] in LCC,
4.2.1. Remove [x; y] from LCC.
4.2.2. For x = 0; 1, and y = 0; 1,
4.2.2.1. If c[x +x; y +y] is signi cant and has not been encoded, goto Step
4.2.3.
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4.2.2.2. If c[x + x; y + y] is insigni

cant and has not been encoded, encode

a ZERO symbol.

4.2.3. Call Encode-signi cant-coe (x; y).
Step 5. Encode the magnitude of signi

cant coecients, i.e., all the entries from the LSC list,
in bit-plane order using the adaptive arithmetic coder.

END SLCCA-encode()
BEGIN Encode-signi

cant-coe (x; y)

Step 1. Encode the sign (POS or NEG) of c[x; y], put the position [x; y] to the end of LSC.
Step 2. If c[x; y] is the parent of a child cluster that has not been linked to any other coecient,
then

2.1. Encode a special symbol (LINK);
2.2. Move the child position [2x; 2y], which represents all four children of c[x; y], to the
end of LCC. This indicates that the child cluster has been linked.

Step 3. Expanding a cluster. For every [x; y] in a prede ned neighborhood,
3.1. if c[x + x; y + y] is signi cant and has not been encoded, then call Encodesigni cant-coe (x + x; y + y).
3.2. if c[x + x; y + y] is insigni cant, then encode a ZERO symbol.
END Encode-signi cant-coe (x; y )
The decoding algorithm is straightforward and can be obtained by simply reverse the encoding process.

5 Performance Evaluation

5.1 Comparison of Algorithms Using Di erent Data Organization Strategies
SLCCA is evaluated on eight natural 512  512 grayscale images, i.e., \Lena," \Barbara," \Baboon," \Couple," \Man," \Boat," \Tank," and \Goldhill." The performance is compared with
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three wavelet coders EZW, MRWD, and SPIHT. In SLCCA, each original image is decomposed
into a six-scale subband pyramid using the 9/7 biorthogonal lters [6]. There is no optimal bit
allocation carried out in SLCCA. Instead, all wavelet coecients are quantized with the same
uniform scalar quantizer. As usual, the distortion is measured by peak signal-to-noise ratio
(PSNR) de ned as
255 ;
PSNR [dB] = 20 log10 RMSE
where RMSE is the root mean-squared error between the original and reconstructed images.
All the reported bit rates are computed from the actual le sizes.
MRWD, SPIHT, and SLCCA all use the same 9/7 biorthogonal lters and six-scale dyadic
wavelet decomposition. EZW also uses six-scale dyadic wavelet decomposition. However, a
somewhat older lter proposed in [21] is used to obtain wavelet transform.
Table 1 shows the PSNR comparison on \Lena" image at di erent bit rates. SLCCA
consistently outperforms EZW, both versions of MRWD, and SPIHT as well. Compared to
EZW, SLCCA gains 1.03 dB in PSNR on average. When compared to the latest version
MRWD [11], SLCCA is superior by 0.16 dB on average. Compared to SPIHT, SLCCA gains
0.13 dB on average.
Table 2 compares the performance of SLCCA, EZW, MRWD and SPIHT on \Barbara"
image. On average, SLCCA is superior to EZW by 1.42 dB, and to SPIHT by 0.47 dB. SLCCA
also outperforms MRWD [11] by 0.33 dB on average. The original \Barbara" image, and the
reconstructed images at 0.125 bpp, 0.25 bpp, and 0.5 bpp are shown in Figs. 6a-d, respectively.
The comparison between SLCCA, MRWD and SPIHT on the rest of test images is shown
in Table 3. SLCCA consistently outperforms both SPIHT and MRWD. It appears that SLCCA
performs signi cantly better than SPIHT for images which are rich in texture; see, for instance,
the results of \Barbara," \Baboon," \Boat," and \Tank." For images which are relatively
smooth, the performance between SLCCA and SPIHT gets closer, as indicated by the results
of \Goldhill," \Couple," and \Man." A similar observation is also true for MRWD [11], i.e.,
for the texture-rich images, MRWD outperforms SPIHT in general, indicating that the use of
clustering is superior to zerotree structure for texture images.
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To further verify the above observation, we compare the performance of SLCCA and SPIHT
on eight typical 256  256 grayscale texture images, i.e., \ ngerprint," \sweater," \grass," \pig
skin," \raa," \sand," \water," and \wool," as shown in Fig. 7. The results at 0.4 bpp are
summarized in Table 4, indicating that SLCCA constantly outperforms SPIHT by 0.16 dB to
0.63 dB. An explanation is as follows. When textured images are encoded, wavelet transform is
unlikely to yield many large zero regions for lack of homogeneous regions. Thus, the advantage
of using an insigni cant tree as in EZW, or an insigni cant part-of-tree structure as in SPIHT is
weakened. On the other hand, SLCCA uses signi cance-based clustering and signi cance-based
between-cluster linkage, which are not a ected by the existence of textures.
Finally, we apply SLCCA to ngerprint image compression, which represents a very important issue demanding the best solution. As known, the digitized ngerprints of a person may
require 10 Mbyte of storage without any compression. With such a huge amount of data, the
real time transmission of uncompressed ngerprints becomes impossible. The FBI has developed a ngerprint image compression algorithm called wavelet scalar quantization (WSQ) [22].
Table 5 lists the coding results of the 768  768 \Fingerprint" image from WSQ, SPIHT, and
SLCCA. Again, SLCCA outperforms SPIHT by an average of 0.26 dB. At 0.444 bpp or 18:1
compression, SLCCA yields a PSNR of 35.65 dB as opposed to WSQ's 34.43 dB, corresponding
to a 1.22 dB improvement. The original and reconstructed images from SLCCA at 0.444 bpp
are shown in Fig. 8.
The coding results along with the images are also available at the homepage of the Multimedia and Visualization Laboratory at http://meru.cecs.missouri.edu.

5.2 Comparison with the State-of-the-Art
To the best of our knowledge, there have been three other very competitive wavelet coders
proposed recently, namely, Xiong et al.'s space-frequency quantization (SFQ) [23], LoPresto et
al.'s estimation quantization (EQ) [24], and Joshi et al.'s optimal classi cation (OC) [25].
In SFQ, the zerotree structure is optimized (using the Lagrange multiplier method) in the
operational rate-distortion sense for a given target bit rate. The optimization procedure yields
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remarkable performance at the price of high computational complexity.
In EQ, the wavelet coecients is modeled as a generalized Gaussian distribution with zero
mean and unknown variance. For each subband, the variance of wavelet coecients is estimated
by Maximum Likelihood estimator. Then, each wavelet coecient is quantized with an o -line
designed optimal quantizer scaled to match the estimated variance of wavelet eld. The distinct
feature of EQ is the backward adaptive magnitude estimation and quantization of a wavelet
coecient based on its quantized neighboring coecients.
In OC, the variance of coecients in each subband is estimated by an iterative algorithm,
after which small blocks of coecients are classi ed into a given number of classes based on
their variance. Then, each class is modeled by a Generalized Gaussian density and optimal bit
allocation is carried out among classes from all the subbands.
The performance evaluation is given in Table 6. The performance comparison between the
above mentioned coding algorithms and SLCCA is fairly dicult due to the di erent type of
lter and wavelet decomposition used by di erent algorithm.
SLCCA and SFQ both use the same wavelet lter and dyadic wavelet decomposition. The
performance of SLCCA and SFQ for the \Lena" and \Goldhill" images is comparable, i.e.,
SFQ slightly outperforms SLCCA by 0.03 dB and 0.08 dB on average, for the \Lena" and
\Goldhill" images, respectively. For the \Barbara" image SFQ exceeds SLCCA by 0.22 dB on
average. EQ is superior to SLCCA by 0.35 dB and 0.21 dB on average for the \Lena" and
\Goldhill" images, respectively. Nevertheless, EQ uses 4-scale dyadic wavelet transform with
10/18 normalized biorthogonal lter set [26] which gives a slightly superior performance when
compared to 9/7 lter used in SLCCA. Finally, OC uses a 22-band decomposition. For the
\Lena" image at 0.25 bpp, SLCCA is slightly superior to OC by 0.03 dB, and at 0.5 bpp and
1.0 bpp OC exceeds SLCCA by 0.28 and 0.83 dB, respectively. Unlike SLCCA, the exact bit
rate control of OC is not solved. Thus at 0.25 bpp and 1.0 bpp the actual rate by OC exceeds
the target rate.
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6 Conclusions
A new image coding algorithm termed signi cance-linked connected component analysis is proposed in this paper. The algorithm takes advantage of two properties of the wavelet decomposition: the within-subband clustering of signi cant coecients and the cross-subband dependency
in signi cant elds. The signi cance-link is employed to represent the positional information
for clusters at ner scales, which greatly reduces the positional information overhead. The magnitudes of signi cant coecients are coded in the bit-plane order so that the local statistic in
the bit stream matches the probability model in adaptive arithmetic coding to achieve further
saving in bit rate. Extensive computer experiments justify that SLCCA is among the stateof-the-art image coding algorithms reported in the literature. As no optimization is involved,
both the encoding and decoding procedures are fast.
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Algorithm/Rate [bpp] 0.125 0.25 0.30 0.40 0.50 1.00
EZW
30.23 33.17 - 36.28 39.55
MRWD [10]
- 34.07 - 36.60 40.17
MRWD [11]
31.09 34.12 34.93 36.20 37.17 40.33
SPIHT
31.09 34.11 34.95 36.24 37.21 40.41
SLCCA
31.25 34.28 35.08 36.37 37.35 40.47
Table 1: Performance comparison (PSNR [dB]) on 512  512 \Lena" image.
Algorithm/Rate [bpp] 0.125 0.25 0.30 0.40 0.50 1.00
EZW
24.03 26.77 - 30.53 35.14
MRWD [11]
25.27 27.86 28.71 30.22 31.44 36.24
SPIHT
24.86 27.58 28.56 30.10 31.39 36.41
SLCCA
25.36 28.18 29.05 30.55 31.89 36.69
Table 2: Performance comparison (PSNR [dB]) on 512  512 \Barbara" image.
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Rate
[bpp]

Algorithm

Image
\Baboon" \Couple" \Man" \Boat" \Tank" \Goldhill"
SPIHT
23.27
29.25
30.01 30.97 29.36
30.56
0.25 MRWD [11]
23.26
29.19
29.95 30.92 29.42
30.53
SLCCA
23.44
29.37
30.07 31.09 29.44
30.60
SPIHT
23.76
30.07
30.74 31.77 29.77
31.15
0.3 MRWD [11]
23.83
29.93
30.69 31.77 29.86
31.14
SLCCA
23.98
30.12
30.83 31.96 29.89
31.27
SPIHT
24.66
31.29
31.94 33.16 30.52
32.18
0.4 MRWD [11]
24.84
31.25
31.95 33.20 30.61
32.19
SLCCA
24.96
31.42
32.08 33.39 30.62
32.36
SPIHT
25.64
32.45
33.08 34.45 31.16
33.13
0.5 MRWD [11]
25.74
32.36
33.06 34.39 31.26
33.15
SLCCA
25.86
32.59
33.19 34.61 31.27
33.26
SPIHT
29.17
36.58
37.34 39.12 33.78
36.55
1.0 MRWD [11]
29.35
36.48
37.26 38.96 33.99
36.56
SLCCA
29.36
36.64
37.45 39.24 34.04
36.66
Table 3: Performance comparison (PSNR [dB]) of SPIHT, MRWD, and SLCCA on di erent
512  512 natural images.
Image
SLCCA SPIHT
\ ngerprint" 27.37 27.07
\sweater"
41.84 41.48
\grass"
25.33 24.82
\pig skin"
26.69 26.50
\raa"
20.93 20.30
\sand"
24.10 23.63
\water"
29.35 29.19
\wool"
26.14 25.70
Table 4: Performance comparison (PSNR [dB]) of SPIHT and SLCCA on 256  256 texture
images at 0.4 bpp.
Algorithm/Rate [bpp] 0.125 0.25 0.30 0.40 0.444 0.50 1.00
WSQ
- 34.43 SPIHT
29.46 32.82 33.62 34.98 35.45 36.03 40.00
SLCCA
29.80 33.09 33.89 35.16 35.65 36.25 40.32
Table 5: Performance comparison (PSNR [dB]) on 768  768 \Fingerprint" image.
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Image

Algorithm/Rate [bpp]
SFQ
\Lena"
OC
EQ
SLCCA
\Barbara"
SFQ
SLCCA
SFQ
\Goldhill"
EQ
SLCCA

0.25
34.33
34.31
34.57
34.28
28.29
28.18
30.71
30.76
30.60

0.30
35.07
35.08
29.21
29.05
31.34
31.27

0.40
36.43
36.37
30.77
30.55
32.45
32.36

0.50
37.36
37.63
37.69
37.35
32.15
31.89
33.37
33.42
33.26

1.00
40.52
41.30
40.89
40.47
37.03
36.69
36.70
36.96
36.66

Table 6: Performance comparison of the SFQ, EQ, OC, and SLCCA on \Lena," \Barbara,"
and \Goldhill" images.

LL 3 HL 3
HL 2
LH3 HH 3
HL 1
HH 2

LH 2

LH 1

(a)

HH 1

(b)

Figure 1: Wavelet pyramid. (a) Three-scale wavelet decomposition for the \Lena" image. (b)
Illustration of parent-child relationship between subbands at di erent scales.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 2: Signi cance map for six-scale wavelet decomposition, q = 11. (a) Signi cance map
after quantization: White pixels denote insigni cant coecients and black pixels denote significant coecients. (b) The marker image (after removing clusters having only one signi cant
coecient) shows the seed positions for the 689 clusters. Note that only 16 seed position needs
to be transmitted explicitly with the use of signi cance-link. (c) The transmitted signi cance
map. White pixels denote insigni cant coecients that are not encoded. Black and gray pixels
denote encoded signi cant and insigni cant wavelet coecients, respectively.
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Figure 3: Structuring elements used in conditioned dilation.
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Figure 4: Demonstration of the progressive cluster detection by using conditioned dilation on
a simple example. White pixels denote insigni cant coecients that are not coded. Black and
gray pixels denote encoded signi cant (S) and insigni cant (I) coecients, respectively. (a) The
signi cance map and (b) the seed position. (c)-(i) Steps of the algorithm. The nal transmitted
string is SISIIISISIISISIIII.
Figure Current Coded Positions
(c)
(3,2) (2,2):S, (3,3):I, (4,2):S, (3,1):I
(d)
(2,2) (1,2):I, (2,3):I, (2,1):S
(e)
(1,2) (1,1):I
(f)
(4,2) (4,3):S, (5,2):I, (4,1):I
(g)
(4,3) (4,4):S, (5,3):I
(h)
(4,4) (3,4):S, (4,5):I, (5,4):I
(i)
(3,4) (2,4):I, (3,5):I
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Figure 5: Illustration of signi cance-link. The values are the magnitudes of quantized coecients. Nonzero values denote signi cant coecients.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6: Coding results for 512  512 \Barbara" image. (a) Original, reconstructed images
(b) at 0.5 bpp, PSNR=31.89 dB, (c) at 0.25 bpp, PSNR=28.18 dB, and (d) at 0.125 bpp,
PSNR=25.36 dB.
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Figure 7: 256  256 texture images. From left to right, top to bottom: \ ngerprint," \sweater,"
\grass," \pig skin," \raa," \sand," \water" and \wool."
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8: \Fingerprint" images. (a) Original image. (b) Reconstructed image by SLCCA at
0.444 bpp, PSNR=35.65 dB.
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